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’Super -Duper’ Cooper Streaks Home Safely
Astronaut Completes 22 Orbits;
Brings ’Faith 7’ Back Manually
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International Bazaar
Today in Outer Quad

By BOB PACISI
Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper,
No. 125 with near perfect
accuracy,
streaked majestically from the
blackness mat outer space yesterday to land safely in the waters
of the Pacific Ocean.
America’s newest space hero
completed a marathon flight of

Consul-Generals
Form 11 Nations
To Attend Ball

An international flavor will permeate the atmosphere around
outer Quad today as the foods of 11 nations are sold at the
latcrnati llll al Bazaar.
Eleven clubs and ethnic groups at San Jose State will be sell lag the fowls between 1 I :30 and 3:30 p.m.
la addition, Pat Walch, President of the San Jose Junior
Chamber of Commerce, will present a 5100 scholarship to an
internal’
1 student.
President John T. Wahlquist will
be at the International Bazaar at
1 p.m. to grcet the foreign students who have come to the United
States, and San Jose State College
in particular, for study.

Prof. Cresap
Elected Mayor
Of Palo Alto

am very pleased by the outcome of the election," said Dr.
Dean R. Cresap, SJS professor of
Political science, following determination of the election returns
that gave him a hard fought victory and re-election as Mayor of
Palo Alto, Tuesday.
Cresap defeated a strong
challenge from newcomer Edward
Warthington for the two-year
term of office by a vote if 6.5916085.
The election results were in
many ways an endorsement of the
present City C’ouncil and its polices.- said Dr. Cresap. "Of the
C9LIIICII winners, four were from
group as opposed to two from
te opposition."
A, a result of the elections, four
...ing supporters of current city
,nning the pro-city hall COM5.1? for Good Government, and
vigorous criticsthe United
Altans, were elected to the
s. Council.
In addition," Dr. Cresap said.
:ss voters’ support of two propos, on the ballot was a further
on of endorsement of the
actions." The proposidled for upholding zoning
sapping center and upholdtis that would permit high
lines in the foothills to
41 anford’s
nuclear accel-

,

Friday Flicks Off;
On Next Week

Promotions in academic rank for ematics; Charlene Leonard his74 members of the San Jose State tory; Oliver G. Lien, chemistry;
College faculty were announced Gene R. Medinnus. psychology;
Glenn Morgan political science;
yesterday by Pres. John T. Wahl- John E. Morlan, education; Petriquist
via Nipps, music; Jessica Nixon,
Thirty-eight associate professors! physical education; Robert J. Ra_
H
After the coronation, entertain_ AsB
were promoted to the rank of pro- monde, education; Wallace W.
ment will be provided by interne business;
fteiff,
Robert
RichardW.
fessor, 33 assistant professors were
son, chemistry; James E. Watson, tional students from SJS and other
promoted to the rank of associate I
political science; Robert H. Wilson, I colleges.
professor, and three instructors sociology; Theodore C. zon ty, en.; The re will be Russian. Spanish
’and African dances and music in
were promoted to the rank of Rs- I gineering.
late,i St reiin! Bisly
Students sotei have exeelied in
and an
sistant pmfessor.
Promoted to assistant professor: Aacirclailt,iiaonn t.obefi’lilipidnoandceancesr
Approximately 100 students will
ademic and extra-curricular acAll prynnot ions become effective Helen Bradman, foreign languages;
. tickets fur
ities at SJS will be honored Sun- receive awards and honors at the
lma are now on
Sept I.
Billie Jensen. history; Werner J. sale in front of the bookstore and day at the sixth annual Recogni- dinner, which is slated for the
tion Banquet, sponsored by the Spartan Cafeterta at 5:30 p.m.
Promoted to full professor: Ed- Radke, foreign languages.
cafeteria for $1 a bid.
Top awards to he presented will
gar Anderson. history; Clay S. Anbe the outstanding senior man and
drews, education; C. Denny Au-;
woman who have distinguished
ehr!rd. education; Theodore .1 ital-!
themselves in their four-year colenoyen. speech: Paul H. Hiiilege career.
education: Charles B. Burdick, le
Banquet chairman is Chuck
tory; Carl L. Butler, husines.s; AnOsier
Centanni, assistant to the
Other awards include several
exevutive dean; Edward W. Clem$100 Meritorious Scholarships and
ents, placement officer; Charles C.
The annual AFROTC Presiden- John Gallup. Jr., who was a junior’ J. Moore, dean of Division of Sci- NIeritorious Service Awards to
Coffey, education; Marie Curtis, tial Review took place yesterday when he was killed in an accident ence and Occupation; Emery Cook.
those students who have contribbusiness; Ronald R. Easter, physi- afternoon on the campus drill field. in May 1962.
assistant to the present and re- luted to the Associated Student
cal science; David P. Edgell, Eng- where awards were presented to
Edwin
Col.
Lt.
Also the Staffelbach Award, a search coordinator;
Body.
lish; John A. Gilbert, political sci- cadets w h o showed outstanding gold wrist watch, was presented to T. Rios, professor of military sciBlack Masque. senior women’s
ence: Less! Girdier, English;
ence; Donald McCrae, Air Force
achievement and leadership dur- Carl De Franco.
honorary society. and Blue Key,
F’. Gustafson. physical educa- ing the year.
Prominent guests at the Review Reserves representataive of San
, national men’s honor society, will
tion: Harold II. !faller, education;
Ameng t h e awards presented were Dr. John T. Wahlquist. presi- Jose; and Mr. and Mrs. Robert GalEdward J. Barrington. science edu- were those to the outstanding ca- dent of the college; Dr. C. Grant lup, with their son Robert Gallup. designate juniors who have compiled excellent scholastic and ac cation; Verner E. Hoggatt, mathe- dets from each classJack Ullom, Burton, executive dean; Dr. Robert Jr.. presenting the award.
1 tivity records for membership in
matics; Earl L. Jandron, psychol- freshman; Robert Gillham, sophoI their senior year.
ogy; Leslie H. Janke, librarianship; more; Peter Brewer, junior; and
l Other people to be honored inMax Kramer, mathematics; Roland Peter Wolfe, senior. The award for
!elude Who’s Who in American ColF. Lee, English; Henry Malter, oustancling senior was presented
leges and Universities, two outeomputer center coordinator; L. by the Daughters of the American
standing students from each colRichard Mewaldt, zoology; Ralph Revolution.
lege department. 50 outstanding
P. Norman. industrial arts; HerThe Air Force Association Medal
women selected by the Associated
twice Prisk, drama; Harold Rich- was presented to Mickey Birdwell
Women Students, members of the
ardson. rsycholoisy; Alice G. Sco- for his distinguished work as a caSpartan Spears and Shields, sophofield, educii t ion ; Laurence F. Smar- det in the junior year. Stephen
more honorary groups, and presidan, home economics; Riehard A. Savage reePiVNI the Reserve Offidents and arivi.ei, ,,f student orSmith, physical science; Dolores eers Association Medal for attainganizations.
Spurgeon, journalism; Maynard D. ing high military and academic
Stewart, art; Violet E. Thomas, standards in his sophomore year.
music; William .T. Venue. engineerThe Air Force Times Award was
ing. William S. Wagner, education: given to Carl Chambers, and four
Robert
Gerald F. Wheeler. history;
Chicago Tribune Awards were preC. Wrerie, mathematics.
sented during the ceremony. The
Promoted to associate professor: Tribune. backers of the ROTC proNorman E Albert. chemistry; liar- gram since its inception. gave John
Application- t.,t- positions on the
.1d 0. Anderson. physical educa- Gangley, senior. and Bennie WilASH Model :Stilted Nations Comtion: Kenneth W. Auvil. art; James son, sophomores each a gold medal.
mittee are due Tuesday. May 21.
E. Bleekwell, sociology; William Dale Bryan, junior. and I.auran
Delegates to next spring’s MUN
Brandt, English; Michael E. Paine. freshman, each received a
session in Spokane. Washington.
Browne, physics: Rex Burbank. silver medal.
April 14-19. will he chosen from
A Cenvair Aircraft Award WaS
English: James J. Clark, English;
this committee in the fall.
Herbert R. Craig. speech; John V. presented to Itiehard Gilmore, sophApplications are available in the
DeVineenei, art: Horst de la Croix. omore, for displaying the greatest
College Union.
art; Kenneth R. Dorst. drama; Interest in air power.
-,sallbere
A Robert Gallup, Sr.. Memorial
The SJS delegstion will repreHonor Dufour. nursing: Edward C.
CONGRATULATIONS(r.) Maj. Joe F. Tarpley, professor of
sent either the U.S. or the USSR.
Dunning. music; Ralph J. Fessen- Award was presented to Larry
pins
Air Science,
the Daughters of the American Revolution
Fifteen to 20 students will particiden chemistry: Joseph B. Fetzer. Meylink for his outstanding particAward on Cadet Major Peter Wolfe for his outstanding achievepate.
business: Ben C. Finney. psychol- ipation in extra -curricular activiments and leadership as a senior in the AFROTC. This was one
Up to three units of credit may
ogy; Richard J. Hartesveidt, eon. ties. The award, a plaque presented
of the numerous awards presented at yesterday afternoon’s
he earned by enrolling in the speservation; Harold W. Keels., psy- for the first time this year, was
donated in honor of Gallup’s son.
cial :lass and working on MUN.
annual Presidential Review for AFROTC.
( buries M. Larsi 11, Mat

onors 100 Students
F or Achievements on Sunday

Monday Debut

:st you ever want to partici-1 ICSC chairman coordinates the
,I!! in student government?
!committee which promotes a bet the doors are now wide ter understanding between SJS
and international students.
Spartan Programs chairman
Aeelicat ions for several pose
are available at the College heads the committee which brings
an. Most positions require an $13,000 worth of talent to the SJS
s:II CPA of 2.25, according tto community annually.
Student Activities Board is the
Sperling, ASB personnel
committee that regulates all so: y interviews and times cial functions as well as on-cam::ally Committee members, pus contests, sales and advertising
P.m.: ASB information of- of activities of campus groups.
Election Board supervises cam:1 -5 p.m.; orientation dipus elections, enforces rules and
lr-5 p.m.
,lls. committee plans activities regulations pertaining to elections
s’’tic events, student rallies, and approved by Student Council,
it Homecoming events, and and is responsible for all ASH and
half-time activities at class elections.
More detailed information is
Next year elaborate card
.nt. will be introduced at two available at the College Union.
Applications are dime prior to the
footsie games.
I ASB information officer, a $75- respective interview sessions.
a-ssek pesition. calls for a PrtO SPI1P ass hours per day.
’
oes the ASB Newsletter.
,,lent government in pubevents and coordinates
An error in scheduling for the
s eases with Spartan Daily
SJS FM radio station. ; spring semester has caused the;
’.ition director heads the !cancellation of tonight’s Friday
..eek-lon, orientation ac- ’ Flicks, according to the Audio-Visplanned for new students. ual Department.
The Senior class erred in cancel""MY interviews and times
’,0 Inter -Cultural Steering Coin- ing this week’s film in favor of the
chairman, 1.3 p.m.; sime. Pushcart Relays. held last Friday
n program, committee chair.
"The al: Men, starring Clark
Ryan
Student Activities’ Gable, Jane Russell, Robert
..’" 1":1
!. ’IA members. 3-5 pm.; Election and Cameron Mitchell, will screen
ot
’’"1 chairman and members, Friday, May 24, the final Above
’
the semester.

Phcro by Alan B.’’
OUTSTANDING TWOSOMESue Curia, senior elementary
education major from Burlingame, named SJS Outstanding
Woman of the Year at an honor ceremony yesterday, pins a
corsage on Miss Mae Stadler, assistant professor of receration,
who was chosen Outstanding Faculty Woman of the Year at the
same ceremony. The awards presentation was held in conjunction
with Women’s Week, sponsored by the Associated Women Students, to honor all women on campus.

74 San Jose State Faculty
Members Get Promotions

Buie magazine’s secreta debuting girl-of-the-monthss lii be
revealed for San Jose State students Monday when the May issue of the engineering student
publication goes on sale at four
campus locations.
,
Students will be able to purchase the magazine for 95 cents
In the lobby of the engineering
a rigorous and hard; building, in front of the cafetessmpaign involving 15 can- ria, in the Library quad and at
ard two strong campaign the Bookstore.
,s t ions," Dr. Cresap eon -

ASB Seeks Active Students
For Extracurricular Duties

Multi-lingual conversation will
be the order of the night when
s! iclents of 73 nations get together
tomorrow at 8:30 at the second
International Ball in the Terrace
Reom of the Hawaiian Gardens.
An ambassador’s champagne re, eption will begin the evening at tension -filled re-entry period.
7 30 when the consul -generals of
Cooper splashed down in the
11 nations are greeted by SJS Col- Pacific at 9:24 p.m. IPDT).
lege, San Jose community and InIt brought to a victorious end
ternational Student Center officials
the must ambitious and spectacular
Itii Army ROTC Drill Team of
at the Hawaiian Gardens.
space venture thus far for the !San Jose State moved one step
The consul -generals of Iran, IreUnited States.
I closer to the state championship
land, Sweden, Finland and the
Cooper was in space a total of when it won a $50 second prize in
United Arab Republic and their
34 hours and 20 minutes. He trav- the men’s drill team division at the
wives will be greeted. In addition,
eled approximately 575,000 miles. Mar Day Parade in Los Banos.
the consul -generals of the NetherIt was the longest U.S. space ’ "I didn’t feel bad at all about
lands, Japan and Chile and their
;flight.
, the outcome, since we were defeatwives will also he present.
Immediately after the safety of
The International Ball will begin Cooper was assured, President ed le,’ the Campions, a professional
group from Santa Rosa that has
at 8:30. During the evening ProKennedy sent a message to Cooper’s , been marching together for 10
fesor Phillip Persky. foreign stuwife in Texas,
: years." conunented Sgt. David
dents adviser, will crown the chosThe President said he was Lynch.
en queen.
1 "amazed at the surprising accuThe team must place first or
Queen contestants are Miss Peggy Ashlock, who is sponsored by racy of the recovery" and invited second in at least three events
the Arab - American club; Bent the Coopers to the White House. ’ judged by the All-American judges
Cooper’s flight was a story of in order to qualify for the state
Carlsson of Delta Gamma; Joanne
championship race to be held in
Nishi of Spartan Oriocci; Ann Sny- success from beginning to end.
He sailed from Cape Canaveral September. So far the campus drill
der of Chez-Nous, and Angela
into orbit at 6:04 a.m. ’PDT) team has won one of the three
Ipe, candidate
1Wednesday in as near perfect needed and are scheduled for at
and Italian clubs.
least two more drill team competiThe judges are David P. Hatch, launch as this nation has seen.
The flight was without serious tions to he judged by the All-Amerassistant professor of art; Miss
Janet D. Douglas, associate dean :incident until the 19th orbit. when ican judges, according to Sgt.
of students and ASB President Caoper reported that his automatic Lyneh
- - - -Bill Hauck.

Drill Team Places
Second in Parade

In addition, the International
Ball Queen will be present at the
bazaar at 12:30.
Spartan Chi is among the contributing clubs and will sell fried
won-ton, pork bun and f r ied
shrimp chip. The Russian delegation will pound the tables with !
piroshki and piroshniye. The Arabian and Persian students will both
have a form of shish -kabob for
sale and a knowledge of German
is useful in enjoying einspiumei
and ancluu and kartofelpfulle.
Other groups that will be selling at the bazaar ate the Indiss
students who will sell halve and
k a chov i and the French Club
which will sell pastries and the
Israeli Student Organization which
will sell falafel.
Other foods will be the wellknown enchiladas, and refried
beans and pizza of the Spanish and
Italian clubs, and beef teriaki to
be sold by Spartan Oriocci.

con t tail sy stern was malfunction22 orbits around the earth.
He successfully landed his space mg.
Hut Cooper proved that man
craft, the Faith 7. within two
miles of the recovery ship, USS could deal with emergencies in
Kearsarge, some 80 miles south- space when he brought the Faith
east of Midway Island.
7 to earth in a flawless re-entry,
It was a triumphant moment for I using manual control.
All America was listening with
the entire American space proheld breath as Cooper prepared
gram.
’llie triumph was made even to return to earth. In a scene that
..re glorious by the fact that I must have been repeated from one
.per brought the Faith 7 out end of the country to the other,
orbit and back to earth man- the Spartan Daily office was
!ially, after the automatic! control! tensely quiet as staff members
system on the capsule tailed toI gathered around a radio to listen
Cooper had to fire the three for word of Cooper’s safe return.
When he finally landed sighs
retro rockets that slowed the capsule from orbital velocity. lie also of relief and even applause were
had to operate the complex re- heard.
The entire space capsule with
entry apparatus manual l.
The astronaut was guided to , Cooper inside was lifted onto the
earth by America’s first orbiting I deck of the Kearsarge. Doctors
conducted on-the-spot examinaspace pilot, John Glenn.
"I’m doing fine." Cooper de- tions of Cooper while he was still
Fal!ti 7
clared over his radio during the :n

,,

Annual Presidential Review
A wards for AFROTC Cadets

MUN Slots Open;
Bids Available
In College Union

’Action’ Is Motto
For Blue -Eyed Coed

Friday, May 17. 1986

2SPARTAN. DAILY

Canaveral to Birmingham
In June of 1957, the Soviet Union was occupying outer
apace and the United States of America was occupying Little
Rock. Ark.
This isn’t true today. Things have changed considerably in the last half dozen years. The USSR no longer has a
monopoly on space. Rapid and impressive technological advancements have gisen the USA significant achievements in
the exploration of space. Astronaut I.. Gordon Cooper’s spectacular 22-orbit ride yesterday is a magnificent example of
what good old American know-how can do under pressure.
Even Little Rock has passed out of the spotlight. No one
jokes any longer about Arkansas Gov. Oral Faubus diorcing
his wife because she gave him a "color- television. Little Rock
is quiet. But Birmingham. Ala.. isn’t. Though the cast of
characters and plot remain much the same, the scene is a new
one. Now the streets of Birmingham form the backdrop for
the stniggle between racism and bigotry and human dignity
and freedom.
We have here, then, a conflict between great technological
adsancement on one hand and complete lack of progress on
the other in the all-important area of human relations. British
writer and scientist C. P. Snow has warned of the consequences
of creating such a separation. We have demorwarted repeatedly our chronic inability to live in peace with one another
here on earth. De we dare carry this seemingly innate "defect"
to other worlds?
Astronaut Cooper’s flight through space shows us what
human achievement and desire can do. The strife in Birmingham shows us two different things. It shows clearly how terribly "immature" we are in the area of human relations and.
thus, brings home as nothing else can, the realization that
we must still "grow" considerably to achieve basic human
rights and dignity.
Albert Einstein had a knack for seeing things clearly and
stating them with great accuracy. He summed up the critical
situation we face when he said, "The unleashed power of the
atom has changed everything, save our models of thinking.
and thus we drift toward unparalleled catastrophe.- -- B. P.

ogy major, may not be quite all
grown up yet, but she is well
on the way to becoming an interesting and strongly individualistic personality, who is pretty
sure of what she wants from
life and lives every minute of it.
Donna has long sandy -colored
hair, and tends to live in cutoffs and sweatshirts, and campus-correct tennies. Her quiet

expzess her
rather than

’Yerma,’ Spanish Tragedy
Opens Here Monday Night
"Yerrna," a tragic poem in
three acts by Federico Garcia
Lorca, will be presented by a
Speech and Drama class Monday
and Tuesday in Studio Theater
at 8:15 p.m. Tickets will sell at
the door for 50 cents.

Rapid modern methods qualify you at the Academy of Business in less
time. Such as Secretarial General Office, IBM Keypunch, PBX Receptionist,
and other office iabs. Top salaries, too. Your early earnings more than
repay rh low fees.

The theme of "Yerma" is a
frustrated instinct for motherhood and centers about the violence of Yerma’s personal con-

flict. the anxiety of fertility and

ACADEMY OF BUSINESS

sterility.
The play covers a five-year peYerma sees her
friends all marry and produce

Summer and Fall Classes Now Registering
Still at 372 So. Ist (entire 2nd floor) San Jose

riod in which

many children. Yerma’s husband
misunderstands her maternal instincts and drives Yerma to a
local sorceress to alleviate her
childlessness and finally on a pilgrimage where she is told the
fault lies with her husband.
In the final scene is the symbolic death of Yerma who no
longer has direction or justification and her solution she gives

out of her own flesh.
All phases of the play, costumes, sets, lighting, music and
other technical aspects are handled by members of the class in
addition to their acting duties.
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CENTRAL CHURCH
OF CHRIST

Bibles

St. Thomas Chapel

looks

A Student chapel for th doubter.
oust;onar and bliarr

Religious Gifts

All are pelcome

Worship

Sunday, 10 a.m.

Evangel Bible
Book Store

‘..
..

Schedule of Services:

: SUNDAY

NZ
:t

:,.

Worship Hours

Bible Study

Class
li:sening Worship

’,1 WEDNESDAY
$

Beach Party Sermon:
"Ask Anything?
and He Will Give If?"
If you wish come dressed for the
beach party. We leave right after
WARNER PRESS, INC.
worship for Eagle Glen Dairy; return
"The Best in Christian Merchandise late afternoon,
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
96 S. 2nd
300 S. 10th at San Carlos
252-2353
Allan Diter. Campus Pastor

DIscvssion Group Thurs eyes. at 8 p.m.

79 S. 5th
CY 5-9636

Fr. Cyril Leach, Chaplin

.

441 So,,fh lots,
Street

(Mo. Synod)
and

Student Center
374 So. 3rd St.
Sunday Morning Services:
at 8:15. 9:30 and 1100 are.

Ili

J ’Sensor White,
Campus Minister
A.

J. Bremner, Pester

Spartan Tri-C
3rd & San Antonio

Yndey’s topic is "A Catacombs
Serve." The leader is Barbara Dunn.
11:00 are .
5:45 p.m
6.15 per.

Supper (40)

Roger Williams Fellowship
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
484 East San Fernando
845, 11:00 and 7:30 p.m.
Church Service
10 00 a rn. College Bible Class
Shorty" Collins John M. A11.11
Pastor
Baptist Colieg Chaplain
Grorg

Sunday, May 19th
9:15 a.m.

Seminar

5:30 pan.

Panel chart’s/Mon featuring f:hrint’n Sufi ;;
fiden,y in the Medical Field. Thin should
Ire good no come and find the annwer.
rs:

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES
11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.

Morning Church
Service
Meeting

nik’ as some people may think,"
she once said. Her sense of hu-

again as she said to
illustrate this that, "I even
think the Greeks are just great,
and I sit on the other side of
the cafeteria sometimes. I do associate with other people!"
mor shone

Attention Graduating Seniors . . .
CA
CONTINENTAL ASSURANCE CO.
Announces

AN INSURANCE TRAINING PROGRAM STARTING JUNE 17

A

This is fulltime onthejob-fraining
For information write: Continental Assurance Co.
780 Welch Road, Suite 208
Palo Alto, Calif

** EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT **

NASCAR Hardtop Auto Races
Adults $1.75 Juniors (13-16) $1.00 Kids 500

SAN JOSE SPEEDWAY
East of Bayshore on Tully Road

opposite Hillyiew Golf

Bruce
Olson*
says...

%MI

s:

L Fiedler. Dir. of Music
L Steisakel, Vicar

Worship Sunday

Sunday. May 19, 1963 at 6:15 p.m.

and being a Candy Striper for
two years.
"I’m definitely not as ’beat-

Ascension Service
Wednesday W 7:30 p.m.

8:00 p.m. Worship and Fellowship

St Pours

fs

First Immanuel Lutheran

(Methodist Student
Center)

10th at San Salvador
WOO m.
lamer Ethredge.
Minista,

%,

just by words.
Take the recent picketing of
the anti-MUN pickets. Donna. an
ardent member of the Student
Peace Union, explained, "I was
really gung-ho on the Model
United Nations. I was in everything that week, it was so interesting. We were couriterpicketing the John Birch Society."
Donna said she became interested in the SPU when she began attending the Quaker
Church in San Jose.
Picketing is not new to Donna.
She bas picketed with CORE
and the NAACP in the nationwide demonstration against
Woolworths.
"I had to think about it all
night before I did it," she said
thoughtfully. "It was really cruel
to the Woolworth’s people here
because they hire Negroes and
don’t close the lunch counters
to anyone. But we were demonstrating because of the 250
per sons arrested in Birming-

ambitions: the Peace Corps and
wot king with retarded children.
"I want to work wtih emotionally disturbed and mentally
retarded children. I know that’s
what I want to do. That’s why
I’m majoring in psycholegy
Otherwise I’d be a music major," she said. Donna became
interested in the vocation after
working at an Easter Seal Camp

is now open

Wesley
Foundation

First

0

Another interesting hobby is
her membership in the Flying
20’s, the campus flying club.
"I am just interested in flying because I took aeronautics in
high school. It was really dumb
I was the only girl in the
class, so I got an A." she
laughed. She took the class at
Palo Alto High School and now
thoroughly enjoys going up in
the Cessnas owned by the club.
"It’s like you’re dangling on a
string," she described.
However, Donna’s interests

by action,

Donna’s mood becomes serious
as she discusses her two main

Daily Mass at C.W.C. 11:45 a.m.

81 North Eighth St.
Minister: Paul Oler

Santa Clara 13 Mb
910 1 II:10 a.m.
Donald A. Getty,
Minister

0,

Entered as swond class matter April
24, 1934, et San Jose California. an
der the act of March 3, 1879. Mem.
br California Newspapers Publishers
Association. Published daily by Assoslated Students uf San Jos* State
College except Saturday and Sunday,
during college year. Subscription aci
copied only on a remainder -of-swoop
hir basis. Full academic year. $9: ach
semester $4.50. Off -campus price per
copy, 10 cenh. CY 4-6414Editorial
Ext. 2383, 2384. 2385, 2386. Adver
rising Ert. 2081. 2082, 2083, 2084
Press of Globe Printing Co. Office
’tours 1.45-4,20 o.m Monday through
Friday
Editor
BOB PACIN1
Advertising Manager KENT VLAUTIN
Classified Ad Mgr.... MIKE DANIELS
DIANE JUDGE
Day Editor ..
JERRY ARCA
News Editor
Copy Editor
BETTY LUBRANO
Sports Editor
_. GENE WILLIAMS
Society Editor
CAROL SWENSEN

beliefs

are tiot limited to music and
avia’ion. She is apparently the
onl, girl to become a Sea Scout.
What does she want in the
future. Donna laughed, "I always knew I couldn’t get married ’til I was 83 because first
I want an aircraft ca.rier!"

The Catholic Student Center

SPECIAL CLASSES
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Sundays at 9:45 cm.

700 p.m -Is Prayer Necessary For
the Christian Life,- by the Re..
Cordes of Almaden Hills Methodist Church,

s’it
so

NEWMAN CLUB

7:30

0600 p nn. Supper 404 (no reservation necessary)

siN

The new

8:30 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
7:00

the Women’s Glee Club and the
General Chorus here at State.

manner of speaking is almost a
deception for this girl who will

OFFICE JOBS!
TRAIN IN JUST WEEKS!

:$1
1

ham, Ala., for trying to integrate at Woolworth’s there," she
explained. Donna said that she
picketed from 11 am. ’til 5 p.m.,
singing folksongs to while away
the time.
Folksinging is one of Donna’s
many hobbies. She belongs to the
Folk Music Society. "I like
folksinging very much." she
smiled, adding that her life ambition lone of them) is to "take
some guitar lessons and really
play!" Donna has also been a
violinist wtih the California
Youth Symphony and belongs to

By MARILYN BELL

What does the as erage daughter of a Stanford professor and
a former vaudeville dancer do
when she grows up? Donna Waterman, SJS freshman psychol-

$
$

for the complete collegiate experience
,s
worship this Sunday at
.

First Baptist Church ii
5,
0
the downtown church
catisring to the college community
8:30
9:45
6:45
7:00

Worship
1 11:00 .m. Morning
"Seminar"
a.m. College
p.m. Trit-C Club
p.m. Evening Service
Mt So Second St , San Jose

Clarence R. Sands, Di)., Pastor
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t If You’d Moto Know How
to Get the Most for your life Insurance dollars, contact ms and
I’ll tell you about College Life’s
BENEFACTOR, a famous policy
designed expressly for college
men and sold exclusively to college men because college men
are preferred life Insurance risks.
No obligation. Give me a ring,
now.,

*BRUCE OLSON
351 N. 28th Street
San Jose, Calif.
Tel: 298-8031

\
\

representing
THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA

f’
s%

... the only Company selling
Jeclusively to College Men

s’0,

0

0.
ss

Clorkpice ;ram bollom Jet-smooth Chevrolet Impala, Chevy II Nora
400,
Corrctte Sting Ray, Corsair Mama Spyder

Summeit coming, get going!
If this isn’t a great time to get yourself
a new Chevrolet%ell, we just don’t

a long vacation trip in a brand-new ear.
And It’s a smart time to trade, what
with your Chevrolet dealer all stocked
up for a busy summer. Chances are, he
has just the model
and color you want
be it Chevrolet,
Chevy II, Corvair or
Corvetteready to go

know when is. Why, you’d almost have
to be anti-summer not to let one of
these four convertibles
get to you. Or any of
Chevrolet’s sedans,
Wagons, sport coupes
and sport sedans, for
that matter.
And there are a lot
of other buy -now
reasons besides the
season. Like the carefree feeling you get on
AT YOUR CHEYR OLET

DEALER’S

right now.
So maybe now
you’re all wound up?
Then spring into
summer at your
Chevrolet dealer’e.

CHECK HIS TNT DEALS ON CHEVROLET, CHEVY II, CORVAIR AND CORVETTE

( ORIGINAL DEFECTIVE

Student Art Exhibit Judged,
Senior Wins Award With Oil
The Annual Student Fine Arts
lothibition has been judged by
Alfred Frankenstein, San FranChronicle all critic. Howard Ikenaao, senior, won top
ta0111.5.

’ and
Y the
icout.
Ft the
’I at.
mar.
first
tier"
orious

’fhe display represents work in
the areas of painting, graphics
and sculpture. The show will be
Aien to students Monday until
the end of the semester. A priwill be held Sun,ate showing
_

IC/FI art
Mal
I I., I
HOMES .1,%,it sled by
I
k .11 stein were: the 1.B.M. Stint purchase awart1 to "Untitled, No.
17- by lloWL1/111kerrado. This oil
was also oWflirded the LaPtIg Ad.
vertising Agency Ass orb for Excellence. First prize went to
Douglas Vogel for his oil "Fire
Wall, No. 1:" SeetAld place to
David Young for his oil of "First
Snow;" third prize for the oil
day
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TROPICAIRE

Zzisdo
DRIVE-IN

twIn-Vue Drive-In

"TANIS BULIA"
and
"BARRABAS"

south screen
"WHITE STALLION"
"ROME VENTURE"

Y 7
TOWNEt306(

’beathink,"
at huaid to
even
great,
ide of
do as-

north screen
"THE DAYS OF
WINE AND ROSES"
’ROME VENTURE"

1433 The Alameda
"DAVID AND LISA"
Students $1.00

394 South NM

’’CRY DOUBLE CROSS"

"NERO S MISTRESS

"1,allalScalaP iii RINI" by Francie
Balcsairb
Honorable mentions wept to
Joan Gruicaharik for her watercolor "Barn Scene," Janet Yukon-1i for "Pier Street," a watercolor, and to James Brimliall for
his college "Extensions."
Frankenstein "strongly recommends in the Suture that oils and
watercolors be made separate
categories. When the oils, watercolors and collages are all
lumped under uric heading the
oils are bound to run away with
the awards." Ile hied to remedy
this injustice by granting three
honorable mentions.
Sculpture awards were given
by Frankenstein to: Mary Ann
Gravitt for two untitled ceramic
figures. Kathy: vat) Leeuwen for
a pregnant figure of steel and
wire, and Rod Morrell for his
untitled steel construction.
Graphic awards were given to
"Birds in Motion" by James Martin. first prize; "National Sublimation" by John Almond. second
1,11/.e; and "Judith." a Conte
III swing lay Richard Yamaguchi.
The Gallery, located in the Art
Building, is open (man 10 a.m. to
4 p.m, weekdays, and 1:15 to 5
pm on Sundays.

400 Soatb First St
Bettr than 0 panty 121;c1
"HER BIKINI NEVER GOT WET"
n^d
"GIRLS AT SEA"
E 17

SQUIRE

E raotta.;aa v.,/rArs’

eseesIesWedeleeleePelladteallider

ES/Will:MO
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STUDENTS 75a

CY 3-8405
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GeWrop Marshall

Both Features in full
Stereophonic Sound
Cinemascope and
Color

"CAROUSEL"

YVI

Gordon MacRae
Shirley Jones

KERR BRYNNFR

Fox

SOUTH FIRST ST.
at SAN CARLOS

A FOX WEST COAST THEA E
DOORS OPEN 12 IS pm DAILY’
Joarph I, Lemne
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OPEN AT 7 30

SHOW

AT DIM!

SOPHIA LOREN
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\IA1Technicolo; Technirama
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B0111 2nd HITBOTH THEATRES I
4A new ilnunsaK tqr tOiO S most talked about ,tar
METRO,C’3LDA"(’aMER

BRIGITTE BARDOT
MARCELLO MASTROIANNI
"A VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR"
w UAL-3,1.N

HIS MOST POWERFUL ROLE!

MARIN BRANDO
In the most
explosive
adventure
of our time!

May

May 17

AL YOUNG and
PERRY LEDERMAN
HoctenanAes every
at 8 P.M.
Open 8:30 P.M. to 1 A.M.

the oiPtage
Folk Music Theater
970 S. First St.

KAPPA -THETA DANCE
The traditional Kappa Kappa Gamma -Kappa Alpha Theta
dance will he held tonight at the Peninsula Golf and Country Club
in San Mateo,
ALPHA ONIIICKON PI
The members of Alpha Omicron Pi will honor their senior
members at a Sunday luncheon at the Lamplighter Inn. Those being
honored are: Kay Arnaud, Carol Beals. Kathy Guio, Claire Jacobs.
Nancy Jorgensen. Judy ’Mills, Carolyn Schricker, Gayle Stephenson
and Nancy Rourke.
"Comic Capers," a costume dance planned by the women of
AOPi will be held Friday, May 24, at the Almaden Barn.
SIGMA PI
Officers for the fall semester are: Dave Enterline, president:
Shannon Davis. vice president; Corky Walsh, secretary; Rich Woodman, treasurer; and Bill Moody
senior court.

FOLK

FESTIVAL

FRI. NIGHT 9:00 P.M.NAY 17
Peter Paul & Mary
Lightnin Hopkins
Greenbrier Boys & Disc
Berbera Dane
Andrews Sisters
The Dillard’
SAT. AFL 1:30 P.M.MAY HI
Folk Talent Show 8 Sing
with Berbera Damn
Bess Hawes, Mike Seeger.
Doc Watson. Ralph Rincler
John Cohen, Country Boys
end many others.

by Pierre de Marivaux
A SPEECH AND DRAMA PRODUCTION

Runs Tonight And Tomorrow Night
Also May 22 through 25

DELTA SIGMA Pill
Graduating seniors will be honored with breakfast by their
Delta Sigma Phi brothers Sunday at Miller’s Steak House. Award,
will be given for the outstanding Delta Sig of the year. Other
awards will be athlete of the year and R.F.’er of the year. Senior
this and senior predictions also will be read.
DELTA GAMMA
Tonight the Delta Gamma Anchor Man will be chosen and
announced at the Anchor Man dance to be held at the Villa Hotel
in San Mateo. The finalists in the contest are: Jerry Arca, Delta
Sgma Phi; Gil Holloway and Stan Cross, Alpha Tau Omega.
SIGMA ALPHA MI’
Officers fur the fall semester are: Al Nobler, president; Chuck
Fox, vice president; Sid Berenstein, treasurer; and Rich Lobel,
secretary.
PI KAPPA ALPHA
Pi Kappa Alpha sponsored the first annual All-Greek dance
last Saturday night. The very successful dance featured the presentation of Pushcart Relay trophies to the winners.

MONTEREY

OPENS TONIGHT
"The Game of Love and Chance"

Hot News! That’s all the Spartan Daily stall seems to be getting these days. Not that the stories fall into that classification but
the staff room dues.
Today, the thermometer registered 1,007 degrees Fahrenhight
We were left without an editor. He was the first to melt away.
The Ad staffers think they have the answer. They close the door
between their quarters and the editorial department. It keeps out
the hot air they say. Or vice versa.

CURTAIN AT 8:15 P.M.

SAT NIGHT 8:30 P.M.May 18
The Weavers
Bob Dylan
New Lost City Ramblers
Mance Lipscomb
Rita Weill
Bessie Jones’ Georgia
Sea Island Singers
West Wind Folk Ensemble

COLLEGE THEATRE
$1.25 GENERAL

50c, SJSC STUDENTS

BOX OFFICE 5TH & SAN FERNANDO
OPEN 1-5
!111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111111111111111111111111W_

Pee

with the purchase
of a 30c burger

SUN, 1:00 PALMAY 19
Bessie Jones
Rey Oaers.reef & his Boys
Andrews 54.ets
and many others.
SUN. Art. 4:30 P.M.MAY 19
Erik Darling and the
Rooftop Sing-,
"Walk Right In Clarence Ash ey Dec
Wes, at,1 the, Band
Roscoe t-I000nlb
Lightnin’ Hopkins
Raise Ohmen
Country
Boys

A FULL 8 OZ. GLASS
OF
ORANGE WINZIT DRINK
Anwrica’, Finest WhIpped Orange J0.5rE Denk
Cool . . DalIcIous . . . Rfrshing

This coupon good
for May 17, 18, & 19
E.

MI I I I I I I

Tickets to
Inclanduat Concerts
on sale May 1
ST. CLAIRE HOTEL LOBBY
San lose -295 0888

We Also Serve
Charcoal Burgers
Hot Dogs
Frosties

S A May 30

ROLF CAHN

by Janice Brantley and William
Keeler, members of the "Game
of Love and Chance" production opening tonight a+ 8:15.
Except for the beginning and
ending of each act. -the balance" is lost in the comedy of
a double disguise and love
matching. Tickets are selling
each afternoon for 50 cents
for students at the theater box
office.

’T RE 1.1
ART
The Art Ilistury Club will feature Matthew Sankosich, junior,
lecturing on "History: of Lettering" at its meeting tonight at 7
in A133.

ream Loreto.

Orange ?Viva cnack ear

or write
Pr. Bar 723 Monterey

MAY 17-10-19

SANTA CLARA & 11 ST.
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M07

C.C...,P1

SECOND AND
FINAL WEEK!

FEATURING ...
MICHAELA and DAVID

THE BALANCE of 18th century dance style is demonstrated

Too Hot For News

"SINS OF POPE!’"

Sunday evenings at 8 p.m., the
Offstage holds Hootenannies.
The theater occupies the building formerly known as the Folk
Theater, although the new operation is under different management

Berkeley folksinger and
or Rulf Cahn will be app.
tonight at The Offstage
tom music theater, 970 S. First
Street, for the second of hls
three scheduled Friday evening
concerts in San Jose.
Cahn, who has t ra v eled
throughout the world sin his
many collecting trips, is noted
for his extremely varied repertoire. He performs blues and flamenco with equal facility’, and is
a walking storehouse of information on the folk origins of his
material.
He presently resides in Berkeley, where he teaches guitar and
conducts a weekly folk trtlisic
show over Station KPFA.
He has contributed a considerable wealth of material to the
Library of Congress’ Archive of
American Folk Music.
Saturday night, The oftswge
will present Al Young and Perry
Lederman, also from Berkeley.
:

By CAROL SWENSEN
Society Editor

Se Badct

MAI=

SPARTAN DA11.1f V

Roof Cahn Appears
At Offstage Tonight

SARATOGA
14507 SIq Rosie Way
"THE TRIAL"
Anthony Prns

TY:day May 17, 161

PRECARIOUS ’BALANCE’

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

PHI MU
’Bonanza Hoedown," an oakie
style dance, will get under way
tomorrow night at 8 at the Phi
Mu house. The Crestwooels will
provide the music.
Sunday the women will be
treated to a swim party and
barbecue in Palo Alto by the
alums.

Primo s
IACos

’UNSINKABLE
MOLLY BROWN’

ON STAGE! IN PERSON!
Students! Tico’s Study Aids Now Available
Prepare yourself for approaching finals
with one of Tico’s aid to better grades:

TACOS TAMALES
ENCHILADAS TOSTADAS
Make study a more enjoyable chore for

GINGER ROGERS

teUGLYAME iCAN I ifse, ’ne,.i6Aup

...

only 284 each

Ifvfd
Phone Orders CY 7-8421

4th and St. James

I"
4SPART

DA1LY

Friday. May 17, 1963

Hints That Hungary’s Cardinal Mindszenty
May Be Released by the Russians
communism is abandoning the
atheism which was one of Lenin’s
basic concepts.
CO-EXISTENCE EXPERIMENT
One reason might be an experiment in co-existence which already
has had significant results in
Hungary.
It began with an assertion from
Hungarian Premier Janos Kadar
that henceforth he would consider
"for" his regime all those who
were not actively "against."
One result was the release of
an estimated 2.000 to 3.000 prisonems, both criminal and political,
from Hungarian Jails.
It is possible that Communist
leaders now feel they can extend
their "humanization" to the
church. If such is to be the case,
it can only be accepted as good.
But it should not th. accepted as
any basic change in communism’s
Ceitainly, it does not mean that intent to rule the weak’.

how such a contession should be
extracted from him.
The Communist court sentenced
him to life imprtsorunent and. wt..
vela for 120 hours of freedom dui Mg the Hungarian revolt in 1956.
that was almost the last the outside %Auld Was to see of Mindszenty. As the Hungarian revolt
crumpled under the weight of Russian tanks, the cardinal took sanctuary in the U.S. Legation in Buda best and has remained there since.

’1’ienna and Budapest
have
...estcbd that negotiations
beti.,:t the Soviet Union and the
Vatican to improve then relations
already are far advanced, and that
safe pessage for Mindszenty from
Hungary might lie part of a pack’
age deal.
For the Vatican to attempt to
improve the conditions of the "silent church- behind the Iron Curtain is understandable.
Kremlin masons for reaching or
seeking such an accord seem more
NAME IN NEWS
obscure.
In recent day,;, the name if
A first reaction must be that
Cardinal Mindszenty has appeared
it is a confession of defeat, that
again in the news ct lumns.
Communist oppression of religion
dispatches from Rome.
only has stiffened the determine lion of the oppressed, and that
Mindszenty’s presence in Hungary
serves as a rallying symbol arid a
,inninuing threat to Communist

Ks PIM FW90141
(’Pt Foreign cus Asiabet
Back in February. 1949, a dull eyed nian in a Budapest courtroom pleaded guilty to treason
against Communist Hungary.
The man was J ose f Cardinal
Mindszenty.
To this day. there has been no
clear account as to the methods
the CommunLsts used to torture
such a confession from the austere
cardinal who had fought both the
Nazis and the Communists.
He himself had %mined earlier
that if he should be arrested and
brought to a trumped-up trial, no
telieve him if someone sh.

ALMA GOLF COURSE
son jose’s newest, most modern
9 hole golf course

Only Lighted Golf
Course in Northern
California

75C

GOLF

ALMOST A FULL HOUSE -- THREE QUEENS

Students and faculty
Monday thru Friday

50

MINIATURE GOLF
* 9 -hole golf course
* puffing greens

Queen left, took a swarm with her, and reopened
for business in a tree next to the College Chapel
Professor Gale sprayed the bees with wafer
and then shook the tree to get them down.
Amazingly enough, Professor Gale was stung
only thrice for his intrusion.

WHILE OTHER QUEENS (below) were being
crowned, Queen Bee presented a big problem
Wednesday for Frank Gale, professor of science
education. It seems that one of Professor Gale’s
observation hives on the roof of the science
building became overcrowded. Fed up, the
_

The Nlain Street Hof Bran. San Jose’s
offers you a sariety of line dinners for one
price. 99e. Conte in timid) for satiety at a %alit.’.

With A.S.B. Card

* asielatur golf
* snack bar

r- include breail and inittir.
egetable or potato

ALMA GOLF COURSE
ruaber Sprtan Foundation
445 W. Alma St., Soo Jose

MAIN STREET _A/ gra

WO 1 1M, 4141W.,ViWA Mg MI iliA914\11/4",’W"104/M "
Old

Charm

World

in

SUNDAY
through
THURSDAY

er.

RicarzOos

Food

Delicious Pizza

ard Her P;oro

Great Jazz ...
Equals

Fri. & Sat. Nites

.11

THE PLACE TO GO

A

garden City -.11ofirau
51 So. Market
CY 7-20112
qv/4\ slaittwv( IV( SW Sc,

s\or 5Vi

Plus

I,

Don Merley
Hofbrau Band
iai

Atmosphere ...
Plus

Night

r

Wilda
Baughn

i\oi 91011,Y irt

Ricardo’s
Horn Deliury hI 0 p.m.
and Food To Go

Orati7c,,t

mat sl.AW410/6

DINNERS

010’11

Interlude

We

BRAND NEW
IN SAN JOSE

SPECIAL COLLEGE NIGHTS

aritiP

Dinner

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

1 99

where you get a

FULL COURSE DINNER

Choice of entree includes Soup, Salad, Coffee, Tea or Milk
Michael Keith
at the piano
Nightly
-1

1.

Steak
Broiled Ham Steak
Breaded Scallops
French Fried Prawns
Sauteed Sweetbreads

for as little as $1.45
whole Barbecue Chicken
$1.49
to take out

Chigi-61
cteak Mume

Serving from 5:00 to 10:00

3rd and Santa Clara

Closed Sunday
waaess

ICY 7-7696
/

101’444).1k

MI)

roday’s G eography Lesson ...
Ku4

P.

ThttcRE

or

)10H STRAW

pF

tr)

17 E. SANTA CLARA
COED ROYALTYAmidst the
cool setting of April snow at
Seigler Springs resort, Lake
County, Arlene D’Arcy, Chi
Omega, was crowned Sweetheart of Sigma Chi (top, left
Photo) by Morley Freitas, con -

7..1‘ STREET

SPECIAL iz

St
5A
STATE

gol tile

rdizinni. liii %rel.

International

Restaurant

Tropir.ane Shopping Center
King and Story Roads
nor

ffirrituretnriMMIIIMM.Yn

.:

F.1.ST SERV $

s’.’":"""eWeVogeo’N.’

FAIICAZE PAZTER.

if-3>24&>06’60",

Mitchell, Kappa Kappa Gamma

with garlic bread and salad

$%.

4th & Sin Fernando
ribr.iry)

bers, Delta Gamma; Kathy Grisby, Alpha Omicron Pi; and Dc on Coffin, Alpha Chi Omega
Phoebe Moraes, Delta Gamma,
(bottom photo) poses after be
ing selected Sigma Phi Epsilon’s
Queen of Hearts, 1963, at the
Squaw Valley Inn. The members
of her court are: (I. to r.), Penny
Furtney, Alpha Phi; Sally Jen
kins, Kappa Alpha Theta; Miss
Mora e s; Gwen Donaldson
Gamma Phi Beta; and Marty

All You Can Eat!

5c

""rtIrrir

test chairman. Her attendants
are: Sharon MacPhee, Gamma
Phi Beta; and Valerie Tint’, Alpha Omicron Pi. In the top
right photo, Chris Hoover (I.),
Gamma Phi Beta, with much joy
and some tears, receives her
trophy and roses as Sigma Nu
White Rose Queen from Carolee
Shradel, former queen. Chris
was crowned during an overnight held at Squaw Valley. Her
attendants are: Mary Madden,
Kappa Alpha Theta; Ann Cham-

CY 3-4661

41111111111111111111r
SPAGHETTI

urger

Stitil the way
. . . then rip -11 right foil
to the Straw Mit for a delicioneNt

4 p.m. Daily
CY 4-4009

218 Willow

ik)A

V.; J(1: -.E. I %I ITIARNI%

Dining

Bavarian

Music Every

2ql.,20II

it .10 Ti! Illt.T

fr

America’s Vast Beautiful Hofbrau
Authentic

YYft aic

.
Mon: Stuffed 1111 Peppers
M
Tees: Creole of Meet
Wed: Chicken Chop Sim w/Iticre
Thorn: Baked Lasagne
Fri: Cod Fish Cakes

.12

99’

CHARCOAL BROILED
Served with Salad,
and
STEAKS Vegetable
B.k.d Potato $1.29
Weeideys 6 a.m, to S p.m.

Sat. 7 a.m. to 7 p m.

LYN’S BAR-B-Q
311 N. lid toff Julien)

CY 7.9759

wp
AVANAwAY
3903 so rmoo/6 PD
A7411 1, 15Y
1,010 /)//5 /IA

St *0 74;

CNI:T UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKES COULD GET
THIS BEATNIK L:P SO EARLY .1.1

Stop In This Weekend ... Our Food’s Great
World Famous Pancakes
I/4 -Lb. Hamburger
Premium Ground Steak
0 Ham & Eggs

UNCLE JOHN’S PANE 11tE HOUSE
1415 S. First

294-7716

AIM

FinalsOne Day Reprieve
Due to Memorial Holiday
Since the Menaintil Day holiday l -vents, examinations
Thursday. May 30, this sear
jails ’yrs will lie allowed.
All dosses a-ill end Tuesday,
of
finals
day
week
second
on the
\Lis .28, at 1(1 p.m. The followinc
eXL1111 schedule will
n
Fite semester’s
inortung, May ’29. is free and there
he unusual, according to Harrison aljuje no classes 4x. ex ination.,
F. Heath, chairman of the exami-; Final examinations begin at 1
nation committee.
p.m. that afternoon. The following
According to Heath. Monday. and j laj. May 30, is a holida) and there
May 27 and 28. are dead , will he no classes or examinations.
Tursdaj.
days. in other words. no social Final examinations will resume at
--------7:30 a.m. on Friday May 31.
Thursday night classes will have
their finals on Wednesday night.
; May 29. and Wednesday night
!classes will have their finals on
’ Wednesday night. June

Friday. May 17, vs,

Experimental Class To Enlist Belt Sale Nears End
Students From Many Majors

By MIKE DINE
’settled on F project concerned dents had signed up for the class.
A college graduate may know. with city planning,
It was cancelled.
TEST PROBLEM
class had
why the charnpum
. 1 In explaining
his job when he enters industry.
canceaoa,
or.
An area neat. the NO). Almaden ito be
but that doesn’t mean he knows
mine was chosen- -the problem be- pointed out that it was a course
what his eo-woraer in the next I ing to turn
this small-time mining that was 1.Fased on the fact that
room is doing.
!operation into a recreational play- the student OYU needed, and without the proper number a students
Industry’s (.,,,,heem ,,,,.cr thig I ground for the county.
According to Dr. Cnarripicm. the It would he unworkable.
. problem became evident to Sim
areaa provided a problem that ’ Accordingto Dr. Champion. the
Jose Statea John Gilbaugh. dean
would involve business. sociology, registration problems are being
of the college, when ha received art, engineering, industrial design . corrected He foresees a registraa letter from Carl (lenient, a ’ and industrial art majors.
’ tion process by which department
I
I
Such a problem, he pointed out. representatives would talk to and
member of the SJS advisory Ixtard
would giVe these majors the op- pick out students for the class.
for industrial
i
design.
t,
DRAMA 141 PRESENTS ..
, portimity to use and apply the with the number of students from
In the letter, (lenient pointed ’princip les they
the hive learned while’e each department depending on the
that while a "graduate may
becoming oriented with what silt- particular problem selected for the
by Frederica Garcia Lorca
iv well schooled in his chosen dents in other fields were doing.
semester.
discipline. whether it be engineer20.21
dining
what
enjoyment fine
Hut then the third problem Should a satisfactory registraing, marketing. industrial design. and stopper- -broke upon the proStudio Theater ft
TYI’EU’RITYRS
’tarn process he worked out. and
can bring.
;Mance, or whatever. all too often grajn
an interest is shown by the reMODERN OF FILE
(-4...,..
......,00,.../. ..,,,...4.....
s,...ce he is quite unaware of the nature .
Following registration it was I qui red number of students. t ne
Tempt yourself with a
NI:U.IIINE.:. 1...0.
f other disciplines which complete
found they had enough students final foreseeable poiblem would
juicy, choice cut Filet Mignon
293-52113
124 E. 2san Fernando
the industrial picture."
. for a class 15- tiut these ’students be overcome and a class exposing
1
served just +he way you like
This was a year and a half ago ’didn’t represent a workable group students to working with other
it, or for a fish dish the,
lici.dire :sou contract
.
.methe
l.borp
skills - as they would in an indu.sia pj.ans. io offer a course
that would. , for
beatable, try out fresh At’ ;object students in various fields
(*LASS cANcELLED
try . -would be founded on the SJS
for nest fall
to the conditions they would en.; Since no art or engineering sto- ; campus.
!antic Ocean See Scallops
5,\ i."’ IT
’rainier in industry was then form. I
they’re de-licious.
ulatisi and planned for the fall ’62;
More than
t, .annester.
Remember, lots of parking
Then
problems
Approved Apartments
developed.
space and a world of good
. tri
for the 1)4.0. in
eating at
1
QUESTIONS ARISE
1/2
3 lines $1 anytime
off -campus liking
First problem was dividing what
off reg. price
35c a line after 6 p.m.
k department should offer such a
Independently Owned
Store-wide Clearance
F class. Question.s such as "would 1
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legal matter
A reporter asked Nixon how he
was getting along with his neighbor, referring to Rockefeller Nix-n has moved into the building
where Rockefeller lives in NM
York City.
"We don’t use the same elevator.
so I’m not too well acquainted with
him in that regard." Nixon said.
Asked if Rockeleller’s remarriage might hamper the governor’s
leditical plans, Nixon said, "I will
nut (»Dented on that because it is
a personal matter."
Nixon said the top issues for the
1964 presitlential campaign are still
to be Melded. But if the campaign
were in !progress now, he said, the
big issues would be Cuba and unemploymert.
"The administration’s policy in
Cuba is to do nothing," Nixon said.
"Castro will be in Cuba as long as
he lives, and Cuba will be Communist forever if this whey contin-
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Blilfiearryiestld a news eonference
that he has deteeted it few "given
shoots" in television progiamming
which Minow once called a "u
wasteland." Networks have
proved their news programs
broadcasters are beginning
speak on nirtre contrinemial
_ter,. Henry said.
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I It n" ’Use gio’’s.mn’ertun’isseinntn
broadcasting industry to upgrade
the quality of 1101,1 and Maas:eon
progruns.
Th., chairrnanelesignate, ram .:
meniber :if the commission,
Williwn Henry, 34, said Wednesday his policies would differ little
from the outgolnir head of the
agency, Newton W. Minow,
the’
leaving;I
itso s k f e: it.tsC.ilu
h
Sn
i:ssci;eeo
ljji:tetiart’stit

He said the risk of war is less
than it will be six months
from rime and urged an immediate
icyettange in the Kennedy foreign pol-
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Right.inow
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U.S. Group Plans
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HERRN SHELL SERVICE
A

it the men mentioned as candidates tor the 1964 Republican presidential nomination "until the proper time."
Nixon told a news conference
that "It would be premature for
me to make a choice now.
"Since my move to New York,
there has been speculation that I
ton supporting Gov. Nelson A.
Rockefeller in 1964." Nixon said.
"Others have suggested I might lie
involved in a George Romney draft
.
or a stop-Goldwater movement.
"1 want to make it clear that I
am not participating in any campieta" Nixon seat
He said all three men would
make good presidents. and "there
are others to be considered, too."
Nixon held a news conference
after conferring for an hour and
40 minutes with Illinois Secretary
of State Charles F. Carpentler, regarded as the strongest Republican
in the state. Carpentier has said

Recession Halted,
JFK Tells Butchers

Tvne Engine
Check Brakes
Drain, Flush Radiator
Lvidricatt.
Clock Wheel Alignment

11714

fie a -.tate %isit yesterday mai was
1111111.Aid{ et) eurrounded by an Unpreredented security Gave te prevent any laiesatle HASHOAl nation at
t
The security guard, which included more than 20.000 men in
the Athens-Piraeus area, will be
on duty during the four days De
Gaulle and his wife are guests of
King Paul and Queen Frederika.
The Ft /mob leader a as expected
to use the trip te push French
plans for a political and strategic
comeback in the eastern Mediterranerin.
The Greek govertunent ordered
out the thousands of men in the
port police. coast guard, and police because De Gaulle has been
the frequent target of assassina- ,
lion attempts by the terrorist Secret Army Organization.
Two thousand civilians were
temporarily mobilized to join the
auxiliary pollee.
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Sommer Vacation

One Stop Here Keeps
You Going Smoothly

-1-aable" candidate for
CHICAGO 4UPII--Forn ter Vice he :ATHT’NS BPI g Priem* Themsaid, hurt is ..!4A,ernor. Nixon said he
;dent Charles de Gaulle HITIVVat Piesident Rieluutl M. Nixon
nall bec./II:t it,
%esterday he will not support any :ailed tat Carpentier to discuss "a man who

CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla, tUPD easition. An emir one way or anThe great blanket of life-giving other could ’yell a flaming death
Coopet was scheduled to begin
air that encircles earth paradoxically presented the major danger slowing up Faith 7 by firing three
to astronaut L. Gordon Cooper on solid-fueled "retro" rockets over
his planned return from space Shanghai, China, about 34 hours
after the start of his spectacular
yesterday.
The tricky problem of nosing n flight Mom Cape Canaveral.
At that point, the capsule had
space capsule back into the atmosphere at a speed of 17,500 to be faced with its blunt end
miles an hour is one of the most forward.
an astronaut fares.
The blunt portion of the bell At that wied tremendous heat shaped capsule was motected by a
is genet :fled from the friction of shield made of special materials
I air around the col-mule. The tem- to carry away the increasing heat.
perature tan build up to HS much thus protecting the astronaut in ys 3,000 deerees Fahrenheit, far side.
above the melting point of iron.
But, should a space cabin re- ,
LONDON t UPD - - A group of
The task facing the astronaut enter at too steep an angle, even
frit ish scientists charged yesteron re-entry is to maneuver his: Ole heat shield might not suffice.
day America’s 1962 high altitude! capsule so it comes in at the
Thus it was important that Cooper
11 -bomb explosion
apparently proper
angle and in the propet have the capsule slanted in just
-planned purely lot military reit.:
the right direction before triggerson" changed the earth’s ening the reverse rockets.
vironment and interfered with
From start to finish, the re-pave research.
entry takes about 20 minutes. DurThe group, which included well- I
ing this time, the astronaut runs
known astronomer Sir Bernard Lives
sit
"g let ’vs" that run his ap’’g
Lovell, issued a report on an inSAcRAMENTO la PI
Pheas- eaent 55 rr,.;itt to nine times or
estigation into effects
high ants living in habitat sprayed Eteri’ae! ,1:eaii nnimal. The hottest
.:i.tu le nuelecti tc-sts on scionific ally with mixed D111’ and rice face
eoint is. around 37 miles up.
research for the British govern- I the danger of being poisoned, stair
After that, it is a "downhill
inent’s Ministry of Science.
officials said Wednesday.
,a,." \Viten the capsule
suffiThe report said the U.S. exploTherefore, the departments of eiinity slowed, a parachute Ls ernsion of July 9, 1962, "injected’ Fish and Game, Agi ieulture an:I
aloyed. venerally :it 40.W/0 feet. A
ratiatal particles into the earth’s Public Health agreed tr. press for a
main chute comes ’tat still later
rrittnetie ficed in numbers sulfa- halt to the joint spraying praeticalanil
then it is a matter of waiting
yent to make an important change
Representatives of the three de- for the capsule to hit the water
.t; the eharged !article enviion- :Ailments, who held a special
slowed by now to It fall of a lest..ient of the earth."
meeting to discuss the dangers feet per second.
It said absence of data published eausel by pesticides in wildlife,
Cooper’s capsule was designed to
-otter before or after the test - also urged more research into effloat, find was equipped with ra.ri contrast with usual American fects the poisons lime on humans
dios and beacons to aid recovery
aitetice - indicated it was mount- as well as pheasants.
fin ces in locating anti getting lc
-.1 purely for military purposes.
One patelr health official said him as quickly as possible.
It said the charged pat titles that insecticide residues in wile
reie interfered with the function- bilds was at "a level of concern.’
’i.
if many artifivial satellites by But Dr, Alice Brown of the Pubtheir solar cells or semi- lic Ilealth Depiulment pointed out
atchaa ;
the highest concentration of DDT
PrcsiWASHINGTON il:1’1,
found in birds during a study last
year was 230 milligrams. The low- dent Kennedy said yesterday an
est level at which illness occurs upturn in the nation’s economy.
had prevented a recurrence of the
humans, she said, was 300
recessions of 19514 and 1960.
W AS IIINGTO:\ ’I’ll r
The
Another witness, Dr. If, C. Pul-! But he said. "We’ve got a lot
1meraican Mt. I-.’. cress expeditiott ’"y. assistant director of the tie- of unfinished business" and so- ,
is retained favorable a’ eat he:
eartment of Public’ Health, said hilted the support of a butcher’s
. endit ions anti "increasingly
. person who takes one bird union group for his tax cut plan
’-right" chances for another sit,- ,stet likely to have any trouble and other economic uplifting turn..tssful assault on the 29,0214-foot flier) the pesticide."
sisals before Congress.
summit. the National Geographie
Kennedy, speaking in the White
The. Department of Fish and
atelety reported yesterday.
Game last year conducted a study House 11)Se garden to 225 MUD Plans now are for two more et’ pesticides and their effects on tiers of the Amalgamated Meat
two-man teams to leave their ni- pheasants in the Richvale area Cutlers and Butcher Workmen.
vanee camps today anti try to , of Butte County. The researcher. s,ijit, "We are going to do every’..
reach the summit at the same Eldridge G. Hunt, told delegates thing we can to keep this economy
time ttat by different route, Toes - to the meeting that there was a on the upturn, but we need your
heal residue centent in many of support."
He said unemployment continues
the birds.
Charles Paul, director of the De- to be a nagging problem, with
!moment of Aericulture, said he million persons looking for writ k.
I hell t,t the joint spraying lir’ ’,- He emnpared some of the economlent could best be handled the mat ic problems of today with those of
agricultural etenmi-, ,. ut la the 1930s although he said, "The
loal
c
battles may be somewhat quieter."
and farm advisers,
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All -College Track Meet I
Gets Under Way Today
By DAN MeLEAN
Field events and the running of
the 70-yard high hurdles will kick
off the all -college track meet today
at :3:45 p.m. at Spartan Field.
For the most part, all the heats
will be run today, with finals set
for tomorrow, beginning at 10:30
a.m. Finals of the baseball throw,
shot put, broad jump and 880-yard
run, however, will be held late this
afternoon.
Intramural Director Dan Unruh sass tluat "the team that
wins will have taken a long
stride toward the all - college
championship." For this reason,
along with the fact that the
ucather has been very good for
track list sly, l’nruh predicts
"better than average times."
According to Unruh, there are
defending champions entered in all
events, with the exception of the

ALL NEW 1963 CARS
AT LOWEST PRICES
Factory Warranty, Dalr’s Service
Also used cars at nod low discount.
Call 368-4258
(RocIwood City)

broad jump. Most of the events
have been changed this year, but
former winners are competing in
similar events.
Rodger Case of Delta Upsilon
won the pole vault last year, at the
height of 13 feet. In the shot put,
it was George Buck of Pi Kappa
Alpha who reached a distance of
45 feet, 8 inches.
Bob Keller of the Scorchers is
the pre-meet favorite in the mile
and the 880. Keller won the 1320,
:3:23.4, and the 660, 1:27.9, last year.
Bill Hyland of Allen Hall Is
favored in both the 720 and 440.
He won the 180 and the 3.52 last
year. Gary Wexler of the Scorchers is the defending champion in
both hurdles events.
The high jump has co-defending
champs in Al Olmstead of the
Scorchers and Bob Gurley of Phi
Sigma Kappa. The two went 5 feet,
10 inches in last year’s meet.
These and other defending champions will be on hand today and
tomorrow for the all -college track
meet.

Father’s Day
- and _
Graduation
Cards

Hondas
Fabulous "50s"
* up to 225 mpg
* solves parking problems
* carries two very nicely

Studio Cards
Cards for all Occasions

PAUL’S
Greeting Card Shop
34 Fountain st.
Li’ 2-3565

$245
Use Spartan Daily

BILL MANDER
635 University Ave.
Los Gatos
or call ELgato 4-2130

Classified ads
4or Convenience and Profit

Cotet04.0Colotioitaatiestotole.21.4.41.10104,olotatoitive

140940203.451:18Arteleter

FOLK
Guitars -Banjos -Music

RENT ’t.t.lper
BENNER MUSIC

54

CY 7-7417

1884 W. San Carlos

Y, Wastlas:01.

THE STORE FOR MEN

Complete LEVI Line
Burmudas and Shorts
All Colors
Many Other Styles

The Finest Selection in Sport Shirts
- Name Brands *
*
*
*

Pendleton Shirts, Jackets. & Sweaters
Rough Rider Slax and Sportcoats
Jackets - BRAD WHITNEY ORIGINALS
Suits, Slacks and Sportcoats

Come in today for all your clothing needs
Paprod’s
CY 2-4014

241 So. 1st

Friday. May 17. 1961

Take A Picture ...

By DAVE NEWHOUSE
pending national record of 7:34.4
The old saying of sticks and against a powerful field.
stones breaking somebody’s bones
Tomorrow’s Northern California
was once again rekindled in the Invitational at Berkeley, matching
recent flame ot track ;and field SJS, California. Stanford and the
furor connected with May’s relay Youth Village will get under way
activity in California.
at 3:30 p.m.
Jim Reatty, Jim Grelle and
All who plan on attending the
other vaunted members of the expected tri-school battle had bet- !Girl’s Tennis
Los Angeles Track Club dropped ter get there early, for the Cal Mit of tonight’s Cohost- am Re.- alumni football game will be endBlack - White
lass In lAis Angeles, for reavmms ing right at the start of the meet.
&
Beige
WATER WONDER Jim Monsees will conclude his glittering
which the I.ATC would rather and a large crowd is expected.
Sizes
four-year Spartan aqua career when the SJS water polo team
not elaborate on.
combats the favorite San Francisco Olymp.c Club at 8 tonight
4 to 10
The nucleus of the track wars,:
in Spartan Pool. Monsees was twice selected to the All -Northern
which started last week when the
California water polo squad.
Plaza
Santa Clara Youth Village ’ffl.1
Garden
Southern California Striders -fused to participate in the Fre---n.,
$3.95 Value
Shop
1Relays, is in the relations between
, the now business-like track clubs , Flowers You’d
and relay meet officials.
Love to Give
Traveling expenses and club i
commitments seem to sum up
CT 8-5976
Men’s Tennis
most of the problems, which will
Black &
have to be solved soon or CaliWhite
Lo Bue’s Plaza
By GENE WILLIAMS
ierton transfer Gary Reed, fresh- fornia collegiate spikemen will
S-zes
Story
and
0.0.,
ta
Pds.
Parker
man
team
captain
Rill
competition
valuable
miss the
A revitalized brand of water polo
5
will be on display tonight at 8 anti graduating senior Jim Mon- against big-name club athletes.
aces.
),
Grelle and Beatty were schedwhen Northern California chamuled to go against New Zealand’s
TIME
IN
Reed and Parker will be making
pion San Francisco Olympic Club
Peter Snell and Murray Heiberg
$4.99 Value
FOR SUMMERTIME
invades Spartan Pool to clash with their varsity debut while Monsees in the "Miracle Mile" and 5,000will be making his final appearance
meters respectively.
A quality bike to fit your bud397
SJS.
as a Spartan. It’s only fitting that
The mile field still includes
get. 3 speed Mayam lightThe Olympic Club, winner of the Jim, who was twice named to the
some top-flight personnel. includweight men’s and women’s
NorCal Open Tournament and the All - NorCal team, should captain ing world-record holder Snell
bikes. Fully asembled and adtonight.
SJS
U.S. Indoor Championships last
(3:54.4). Oregon great Gyro’
justed.
seniors-graduating
Four
other
Burleson, Cary Weisiger, Tom
fall, will be captained by Stanford
Jim Baugh, John Henry, Austin O’Hara and Tommy Sullivan.
University All-American Marty
and
Bob
Lee-will
also
be
Wiswell
Danny Murphy of San Jose State
Hull.
Bankamericard
bowing out.
should now pose the only threat
and First National
Walton has listed his probable for the great Heiberg in the 5.000.
Hull Just returned front Sao
Jeff Fishback in the 3.000-meter Open Tues.-Sat. 8:30-6 p.m.
Paulo, where he was the leading starting lineup as: Monsees. Parker
Fri. until 9
scorer for the runner-up C.S. en- and Reed at forwards; Baugh, Jim steeplechase, Lloyd Murad in the
Spear and Pete Segues at guards, ,100. Dwight Middleton in the 440 Now is the time to come into
try in the Pan-Aan Games.
and Bruce Hobbes at goalie.
. 439 SO. FIRST ST.
’ and Lester Bond in the broad
Joining Hull on the all-star agSpear is suffering from an in- jump, completes SJS individual enI
Open Monday. Thursday,
gregation are three former Indian flamed elbow, and either Jeff Lo- tries at Los Angeles.
I
8 Friday Nights 711 9
cy
3.9766
1435 The Alameda
stars in Bob Lorton, Don Buehler gan or Dick Radloff will replace
The freshman two-mile relay
and goalie George Stratsky along him if he is unable to play.
team
iii tempt to lower its
will
with such other local talent as Sam
Citron (San Francisco State grad(
PLAY 18 HOLES OF GOLF IN 2% HRS.
and Art Lambert (former SJS
ON NORTHERN CALIFORNIA’S ONLY
great).
The Spartans. in the opinion of
ALL GREEN 18 HOLE COURSE Coach Lee Walton, will be much
61 PAR.
stronger than t he team that
dropped a narrow 9-6 contest to
SFOC in 1962.

Super
Shoe Mart
SPECIALS

Water Polo Tonight!
SJS vs. SFOC Here

2"

San Jose Paint & Wallpaper
112 South Second Street

J PER
SHOE
- MART

$44.95

PAUL’S CYCLES

Tennis Coach Krikorian
To Assist 1963 Gridders

Off what he considers the best’
spring training session he’s seen
at SJS. Titchenal says only had
grades and injuries will prevent
By DAVE NEWHOUSE
the Spartans from having a win- ,
San Jose State football coach ning season.
Bob Titchenal can’t help but
Titchenal feels the presence 1
sound jubilant when asked about of 220 -pound kicking specialist 1
his team’s chances for 1963. To Richard Tatley, more depth and
to ist a famous song line, every- I running slia-eal. gives S.15 the
thing’s going his way.
adsanta.ge-as he sees it am/tAl karintotti hit a two -run home
Not only are the Spartans
oyer a schedule which contains
rim with two out in the last in- stronger in each of the 11 playStanford, Kansas State, I ’tit is
ning Wednesday to lead Army ing positions. hut the coaching I State, Washington State, CaliROTC to a 6-5 win over the Dia- staff has been strengthened set . fornia. Idaho, Oregon, Arizona
State, Fresno and University of
monds.
Tennis coach Butch Krikorian, Pacific.
The Cal-Hawahans remained una former high school halfback from
Tat Icy can boot them home front
defeated by beating Sinfonia. 13-6. Sanger. volunteered to help out 30 yards. He missed but once in
In other games, the Slob Sacks with the backfield in addition to 24 PAT attempts in junior college
beat Kappa Pi, 23-9, Pink Tub An- helping ease the heavy scouting last year.
Hefty ,Jr line transfers like 260 nex topped Markham Hall, 4-2, burden from the backs of Titchenal, assistant coaches Harry An- pound Mike Lowry, Bob Kroh
.,nd the Individuals won by forfeit
derson and Gene Menges and frosh 02131, Brent Berry 12401 and Rill
from Moulder Hall.
mentor Bob Jones.
Harrison (250, will help no spring
The Spartans will now he able shifty halfbacks Jerry Collet to and
In makeup games, the Cal -Hawaiians topped K:sispa PI, 5-1, to have two men on the field at Walt Roberts loose for s,/able
the Slob Sacks whipped Army all times, which formerly was a gain-s.
San JoiP State 0111 employ
ROTC, 18-11, Sigma Alpha Ep- hardship in combination with upsilon No. 2 won by forfeit front stairs press box scouting required a double wing in its bask. oftensit’s’ patterns. The halfbacks still
Moulder Hall. and the Diamonds at each game.
play outside the ends, with orals
"We’ll have more eyperlenee,
won by forfeit from Alien Hall.
the qua rte. rback and 1111116w k
depth, het ter blocking, more
In slow -pitch action Wednesday, running and the best morale on
behind the center.
the Rum Runners beat Phi Sigma any team I’ve coached at Sian
With the double wing. Titchenal
Kappa, 11-10, Alpha Tau Omega Jose !Oat.. going for its this can use Collett and Roberts at
No. 1 topped Markham Hall, 15- year," Titchenal replied-in one the same time, as swift pass re8. Delta Upsilon dumped Air Force breath-to the rior,tion of salt) ,’elvers for quarterbacks Rand
ROTC. 4-2, Pi Kappa Alpha won the Spartans should he stronger Carter and Ken Berry.
by forfeit from Theta Xi and Sig- this year than last.
ma Alpha Epsilon No. 2 beat the
Titchenal plans to run three’
Church Keys, 11-10.
different units in each game this
"Stamp Out
In the playoff for first place in fall, a sharp contrast from the
handicap golf, Art Comas of Delta 1962 season. when he could seldom
C’
ranes,
Whoopng
i
Upsilon heat Jim Silveria of Sig- !put two healthy units together
at any one time.
rna Chi. 78-7R.
’ K.ck a Puppy Today ’’Pray for
! War." and 28 more prolsts against
creeping readersdigsistism and sire paring sweetness. Superb for past.
Mg on foreheads of peace farchers.
bad folksingars, Rotarians. Deface
monuments, ranch houses, mail. Set
of It: $1 PPd.
ALSO: T-SHIRTS. protest-imprinted
$1.110 ea., 2 for $3.25.
SWEATSHIRTS: protest - plastered’
That’s easy, this stands for FOREIGN AUTO PARTS,
$3.25, 2 for $6.
HOODED SWEATSHIRT with drawthe leading imported auto parts stockists in California.
,
string, pockets: protest imprinted
$S.15, 2 for $988.
Walton is especially optimistic
about the scoring punch of his
neatly -acquired front line of Ful-

EDITOR’S NOTE: This is tin, final
in a five -par+ series of articles previewing the 1963 Spartan football
team,

F A P

\fiv, that sou base a picture of your nio-1 enjoyable
ctimrictices. frame it with an appropriate frame front
‘I I Jo., l’aint.

AP.IRTA74 DAT1.Y-7

Thinclads Shoot for Records
At Coliseum Relays Tonight

Army ROTC Wins
On Late-Inning Hit

RAPPORT’S
Slim Fits
Californians
Corduroys

BOWS OUT TONIGHT

7

Bid -

Sperify S. M. leis.
C.osh, cheek ea MO. es CON
W1 Pay Postage

JFK end I. F.J, what do these sland Icr
213-2121

1695 W. San Carlos
Eatco,

Underground Press
Dept. CSP, 96 Christopher Street
Now York 14, N 5.
4ramor.am...mwamrDramo.-am..
am.rt

CI eancho Verde
Golf Course and Drivin,, Range
Weekday student green fees S1.25
5 minutes from Civic Center - I mile Last on McKee Road Overpass

2142 McKee Road
Lessons By PGA Professional
Tex Smith

CL 1-1143

OPEN
Monday
Thursday
FrIday
TILL 9

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

ELECTRONIC PARTS & HI Fl EQUIPMENT

United Radio and T.V. Supply Co.
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
CY 8-1212
1421 W. SAN CARI.O’4

Summer Vacations

HAWAII
New Low Prico

$19995 per person
one week

$254.95 per person, two weeks

PRICE INCLUDES:

I.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6,
7.
I.
9.

Round trip Deluxe DC6 flights to HONOLULU.
Royal Hawaiian Lei Gree/ing.
Transfers from Airport to Hotel and return at Waikiki.
Twin accommodations at the "New Sea Shore Hotel."
OAHU 110 mile tour via air-conditioned Pali Cruiser.
liovrragis and complimentary hot meals in flight,
Kodak Polynesian dance show, including b./Indere.
Airconditioned rooms and apartments.
Gala Aloha G.t Together Party.
%Mine ti, kct outh.,iit 1’ack.1:1, Siii

BOOKS OPEN
RESERVE NOW
CY 5-1311 or CY 5-4025
-See/ours

1 1 /odd -.qua

493 E.Sanfa Clara St. at 11th

May 1"

Frldny

Red

oto History ,Creative Students
Dispute Speech Topic Show Topic
Qualities, Artistic
Tomorrow
.1

i...l.suNnadi
Isittatee bouts,.Jot,at
India, will %peal. .
1=7to the Foreign
tnstutg
day to high. _
Institut e. Box 3690, Stanford.
.,1
on the subject I lie
Dispute; Its Implicatiore. hr Tickets for tlo. public are $1.50.
Bowles will speak at 8 p.m. in
American Foreign Policy."
Memorial Auditorium.
Bowles and four other men will
Newspaperman William Ranspeak next Monday through
dolph Hearst Jr. will speak the
same day at 9:15 p.m. in Cubber ley Auditorium.
Allen S. Whiting of the State
Department will speak Tuesday at
4 15 p.m., also in Cubberley Audi-

Baknuts

Flower
shop

Flowrs
nd
Corsages
foi Il
Occasion
10th & Sent

CV 2-0462

Clara

Marshall D. Schulman, professor of international relations at
’rufts University, will be speaking
Wednesday at 4:15 pm. in CubIssrley Auditotiun.
Donald S. Zugoria of the Rand
Corp., will speak that night at
Cubberley Auditorium.
s

Y MIMES
Announcing Our first
annual -Daisey Week."
(,et in on iii Ls historic
occasion at

-1-teisixtull \At." the
!weekly television series, will present Morton BOtis associate professor iif photography, discussing
the history of photography tomorrow morning at 10:30 over KNTV.
,
Channel 11.
Boss plans to bring out the
highlights of the early history in
photography with illustrations and
facts.
The program will begin with a
brief discussion of the present new
developments in the field, and the
remainder of the broadcast will
be devoted to dismission of Louis
Daguerre and }ferny Talbot, first
discoverers of the photographic
process.
Boss will demonstrate the preparation of silver chloride similar to
that performed when photography
had its beginning in 1839.
The program is produced by the
staff and students of the Radio-TV
area and Speech and Drama Department. Originating in the campus TV studio, the series is under
the superviskm of Dr. Clarence E.
Flick, Richant Elliott, and Frank
T. McCann, associate professors of
driuna.

Pledges Scrub
For Car Wash

otveri Inj K ase Mtrie

_

Have bate
Expression

1

Come IPIIP, COMP an! FM’ only
88 cents you can get your car
washed by Delta Sigma Phi pledge I
class members tomorrow between
9 a.m. and 4 p.m., according to
to Dave Lang, pledge class president.
Just where can you find Ile special offer? The car wash wi
be held in the parking lot nI
Henry’s Hamburger stand on iliJ
corner of 10th and William Streets

t.;1t. 54321

367 E. Santa (lira
’1 our

ampo- Florist"

GREEN STAMPS
ztar
.
BANKAMPRICARD
FIRST NATIONAL
CHARGE
SEE YOUR
CLOTHES AS

Graduate Donates
Money For Books

THEY TRAVEL
;’1 electronic& iy
ealed heavy 12

Robert L. McKeown, 1961 SJ:-,
graduate, donated $100 to the 1.brary for the purchase of books III
the field of law.
McKeown, who resides in Redwood City, is presently with the
Infantry School Battalion at Fort
Bs-ruling, Ga. He majored in matketing while at San Jose State
and graduated with a bachelor of
science degree.

-IP openength
.c)r eaw
cacking or
12 GAUGE
VINYL COVER
Men’s: $4.95
Ladies’: 55.95

--LUGGAGE
IHAND BAGS
LEATHER GOODS
_ -

Chaplain Speaks
At Club Meeting

Spartan Coed Gets
CARE Service Award

Free ride to Denver :f you do
Male. Experienced. Reference,. UN
9924.

a.

Wanted: someone who likes to write
h., time. 253.2124.

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!

Have money - wth buy - Books
Rtyht
Bookstore,
is!
Spartan
Campus.’

To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a check or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, San
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.
’
Check a Classification:

56 Ford

-Id
57 It

sto Wagon.

’
-

r.r

Desim driving companions to/tcward
Delaware, Ohio, Lees;n9 Thur. p.m.,
June ’3. Call DC. Schmidtke, 356.5960
after 6.
Spartan Bookstore w.11 pay you 50%
,
bonus for used books to be
again on this campus. May 29

n

V.11.

Members of the Pershing RM.
wash cars for 99 cent.

4

will

earn funds for the orgarelzaii, .
activities. Their last effort n. , ,
washed out by rain.
"All SJS students are welcome"
said
Pershing Rifles Company
Commander Robert Egelston, at..1
added. "This car wash will surp,
any car wash held this year"

._Artet on y -Reify is /.)
Approved
Residence Hall for Girls
Fell space available
Se Mary Price
345 E. William
297-6751

Special Discount
to

SJS

Faculty & Students
just prsent your staff or ASS

Education Depart ment : Materials Display in ED331. 930 a.m.4 p.m.

c

d

Movie & Still
Cameras
Prelectors

Phi Sigma Tau: IANI Carranza.
nisi:la:tor in philosophy, reads paper on "Philosophy of Religion";
687 S. Eighth St., 8 p.m.

Supplies
Equipment

developing - printing

de
an
ull
en

rentals - repairs

de,,

n CAMERA SHOP
245 South Forst

Remember
To

Remember
You
with

a

$3.75
,Shampiere. .Set

and Cut

0
A

? ...prinetime. Join in with ’,WI,
us.,,(reline of Irrabnei.,
%Ivo, cold was,- rum.
pletot including heir rat and md,
4111,. N., 11,111/illillIMII
r,I..1
tireit
‘atrirda,.. and

In
rn
Sa
tel

SIMON’S

Star

Ill

Salon of Beauty
40.A S. 1st St.

MtSI

295-5391

101hi

J
os
Earn ca."
,
.. ’0 $600.
ir.. 20 years of ale or 0..
252-8545.

Jr.., sedan. Rill. exc.
HOUSING HD
trans, 40,000 mi. 2 tone.
297.2789.
Coming to the University of California.
Berkeley Summer Session? Spend a ...urn
1959 Volks
black. r/h, good cond, men to remember at the Student’s C..
’
Op.
Low cost room & board for men R
3657.
292
eiu’0’
women. 586.52 per dweek sess,on 3
daily, 7 days a week on the C
Fret
w/w, ;fe61 ’ON.
C.,. work program. Make your reser..
759.0958.
maculee a..
-- NOW! University Students’ r
,, se Association, 2424 Ridge Rcso
’56 Volk% convf, exc. cond. Motor 0.
Br.,reley 9, California.
built
quer. $895. 2584816.
Girl wanted to share an apt. during
& next year. CV 4.6030.
MorRecl, good cond. Plus eite
e.
seen weekends at 76 Brooi ,.
Wanted: rrnmt(s) summer and/or II
Silo,
Call .1,--ar 298-4641.
1957 Chevy
/,
6
1. 6

ke II

ttie

Station

76

Art History Club: meets in A133,
7 pin.

Balkan Alliance: Kolo party;
dinission is 75 cents for public
’n.I 50 cents for students; WG22
o p.m.

ItttfltAi

’

ar

1

PeittsIsihrt

Fair tomorrow.

Women’s Recreation Assn.: WRA I
Council meets in Women’s Gym,1
1 j:0 p.m.

:

SJS

TODAY:

MONDAY:
Pershing Milts: White
Board Rei lek , B
7 p.m

Men: now inferyiwing. F

.
a

NORSE RIDING: Enjoy 2500 acres of
scen;c tra,ls overlookmg Santa Clara
Valley. Off Hwy. 101. 2 mi. south of
IBM. Santa Teresa Stables, 350 Bernal
tid., S.J. 227-9738,

Business Services 0 Instruction
0 Merchandise
Housing

Healy 100-4 rdst.
Ir.15. 251.4997.

The

hold a "car wash" tit

Spartaguide

George Collins, Baptist college
chaplain. will speak at Sunday
night’s "Catacombs Service" at
6:15 during the Roger Williams
Fellowship meeting in the Grace
Baptist Church, 10th and San Fernando Streets.
Chaplain Collins will discuss
such questions as "Would you be
a Christian if it cost your life?"
and "Is persecution a live option
SJS-Ntanford-Cal Track: track
At SJS, Miss Ettore is a member
today?"
All students are invited. A 40- of the service sorority. Phrateres. and field meet at Cal, 1:30 p.m.
cent slipper will precede the meet- She is an elementary education
I SUNDAY:
major.
ing at 5:45.
Tri-C Club: Seminar at 9:45
a.m.; evening program at 5:30
p.m.. Third and San Antonio
Streets,

56 Au

ANNOUNCEMENTS fit

phone 293-7633
Parking Validations

log students." said Dr. lainning.
"They often feel different from the
rest of the students inferiority or
superiority reactions take place.
If there is a teacher with great
understanding of children and an
ability’ to inspire interest, it is often better if the student can be
kept in the same group."
Drama Professor Johnson felt
that special assistance grants and
scholarships are fine, but when the
student reaches the college level,
he should, In turn, make his own
decisions, and if he decides on his
own to seek out specialization, then
ii is his own decision."
Teachers are most impirtant in
"
the edueation of the gifted student." said Dr. Dunning. "They
mu -.1 have an amazing ability to
inspire confidence, anti to recognize
the supreme intelligence of some
students. It takes genuine dedication, and the rare teacher accomplishes this.

international Week: Bazaar in
Freshman San Jose State stu- Dater Quad. 1130 dm. -330 p.m
j
Coliseum Relay’s: track and field
dent Louise Ettare will be pre I sented a certificate of merit today meet at the Los Angeles Coliseum,
by Tom Perry, San Francisco 730 p.m.
regional CARE director, for her
TOMORROW:
"outstanding" efforts in the TeenPershing Hifi& Car Wash at
agers-CARE Program.
76 Union Station, 99 cents. Valley
Through her participation in the
Fair Shopping Center, 8 a.m.-5
campaign, sponsored by CARE and
joined
she
magazine,
Ingenue
I
International Week: Ball and
other teen-agers throughout the
nation in sending person-to-person I Queen coronation, Hawaiian Gardens, 8:30 p.m.
aid to the needy overseas.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

52 W SANTA CLARA

7 Announcements
Automotive
Print your ad here:

three instructors in connection,
with student development.
Said Leavitt, "Development begins in elementary years, but the
high point of development is something else."
Stating that the "strong mark of
development came at puberty," was
Wendell Johnson, who feels that
development often can be suppressed. s n ce certain teachers
Dr. Edwin C. Dunning, assistant don’t give freedom of complete exprofessor of music, who directs the pression. Students tend to be conopeni workshop. feels that profes- formists, while artists tend to be
sor dislike for the gifted student non -conformists."
maintained that
ma_,
y he found in lower levels of
Dr. Dunning
education. "Some leathers nifty creative students develop early
find more work involved in the and the elementary grade is the
hiMly i’restive. There is a tendency key level. Ile said, "Children who
for nonconformist children to be are discouraged at this time are
uncooperative and difficult-quite apt to lose interest anti develop
Mien a symptom of highly original personality problems."
ideas." he added.
The question of the highly intelWendell J. Johnson, professor of ligent student has been debated for
drama, answering what he thought some time. Some authorities feel
made the highly creative student, that the gifted should be separated
said. "The creative student has an from the average or dull student
Mate talent but first it must be since they might tend to suppress
recognized. I personally try to creative ability, while others mainhe individual’s work. tain that the students should be
sponsor
When he works on his own, often kept together in the same intellecthere are mistakes, but the bene- tual stimulus.
fits are riiiieh greater."
All three of the professors quesThe que,t0,11 of the creative
tioned had negative viewpoints to.111,1%1.11N
1J:111114 D. ward separating the gifted from
LeaIii. ;I-slot:Mt prOfeShl or rrl art, the average.
%yip,
"The creative ,tuCommenting on this was Dan
dent
a high quality of percepLeavitt, "No, I don’t think it would
lion
seeing, feeling, rationalizabe wise to separate students, since
don. and producing."
the creative can influence others-Three different stages of develthe average can benefit from it "
opment were pointed out by the
"There is often trouble sepal’ Its Is ’el tel ’I ’t
The creative 51 0.1’ Ii falls into,
many fields. but quip. often the.
more expressly creative might be
found in the fields oh art, music, or
drama.
Three professors in these fields
were approached on the subject of
the creative student, the factors of
his development, and the handling
of the gifted student.

Rifles’ Car Wash
Slated Tomorrow

4

11.1
dl

YOU
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ar

RECEIVE

1959 German motorcycle, 150 cc. ex- House for serious responsible men. S.:erert conann, Pkone 151.3453.
mer $20. Fall $37.50, uIll. inc. 405
13th, CV 5-6619 eves.
best
or
$150
coupe
-tine
door
bane
’58
Please return bks, or just notebk. Lost
girls to share apt 455 S 8th, No
2
9th
Fn. in Library. No quests. Peward Larry offer. 62 Honda 50, $175. 278 No,
297-5800 after 5:30.
CV 3-5955.
See, 355 S. 10+h. CV 4-6019.
Low Summer Rates. Mod. (urn, aptLost: loege binde, .11 go’d seal Re- jazzy prof’s 52 DeScto. Deep horn bdrm. $75 mo. 2 bcirm. $95 rno. 741
turn to Nancy Robinson, 110 South 1044 mArtil nrAr performance.like administre 6th St. 292.3846.
_
CV 3 9898, Reward.
S6S. 50 or +hereabouts. 294 9514.
ro share apt. with ?
G.r!
AUTOMOTIVE (4)
este. 296-3467.
EUSINESS SERVICES NI
LOST AND POUND ID

{Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)

’59 Lambrette, exc. cond.. $200. 295’310.

Run Ad For 2/3/4/5 Days (Circle One)

Strting Dafe

Check No.

Enclosed 5

’49 Ford, r & it. stick, V.8 very clean
$150 or offer. Dane, CV 3-9895.

Name

Jay W. Long Insurance Counseling,
’59 Yoram’ G. S. All accee. Recent overis Northwestern Mut. Life rewards planning
292.2593. Eves.
with lowest net costs, guaranteed in’
inability, strength of 106 years exper’57 Ford. 9d. cond., r/h, auto. Nancy once. 293-3700.
McGrorey, CV 3.9802.
Insurance Auto’54 Meet., f
h. 2 new tires. $295 Of lad kola, State Farm
Life -Fire. Bus. 378-4123, Res. 266-5908.
best offer. Call 298.1681,
a B’ of 3.0 average
Mee ,’,d.’ -’n
it -,,a1 20/, discount r
sr
1962 Vespa 150. $250, Perfect cond. See
-1.
a 615 Emory. Call 295.0146 till 5 p.m,
- ,T.L 1.7438 after 5.
Save 20% on auto
MEN
Bev
Idents - clean record
58 Buiek Riviera Meer. Excellent rand!.
-arrjed students. Cell Doug
5775. 292.9604.
Insurance
Farm
State
7156.
:54
195f1 Corvoto I o
nr - 4 ri

Address
Phone

C;ty

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines
One time

2
3
4
5

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount for
each adciii line

One time
50c a line.

Three times
25t a line

Five times
200 a lino

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

rates, call CT 44414, Ett. 2011,
from 1.20 to 4:20, Monday through Fiday.
For display advertising

Auto Insurance f, students, Phone 24- Net’
j2420. Chet Bailey Ins. 385 So. Monroe
Street.

11 Jhed essertments. Summer

J

MERCHANDISE 1161

Vaughn’s, 121 S. 4th. announces its et J
wide Clearance of men’s clothing. Sn
more than 50% off.
Golf clubs for sale. 1-2 woods. 7 9
rons wedge putter. $35. Call 2,
Typewriter, Olympic good cond.
251.4052 af!.or 5:30 p.m.
New Moen trailer, 45 x 10 2 En
awning coder, exc. cond. $25 1
, 4 221,9 witty after 5:30.
Wented:
r.,

used lightweight
298.4641.

girls I

Want to buy 10 speed dressier by m
:... 292.3009

your used books,
Get more money
n‘/48.
LA
books to be used Surfboard 9’ 3", arcehavi envelifirm. 1,
-Call 378 0857.
1959 A.H. Sprite, :nod c ryi,t,on. 465
5th
No.
C,
& evenings.
S.
Silvertorm TV, good cend F. $75
EMPLOYMENT 1161
9537 after 5-00. Skip.
,
se
$250. Good
’59 Hods.
Wanted: summer job nos,
can Cr’ 5./090.
Wanted: Used books in etch,’
Ave:lab’s afternoons and ime: 4,
itard cash - Bring them to "
’53 Ford, IV% good $100 or offer. 647 Jean 298.4641
Bo_ Vstore
293-6094
12tIr
So
.,
Male student wanted
71:100 wedding invitations, $11.95.Or,
’69 Yelps 150 cc. Esc. cond. $250. 241 ta,.Ay duarr, lave r I, A
I gold, free. Al, 2.9191, daynite.
0352.
2336.

(Bons)
FOR USED BOOKS

,h

CAMPUS
NEXT SEMESTER

TO BE USED ON THIS

cort1

I

Spartan Bookstore
"Right On Campus"

-a
- t

